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ABSTRACT

The field of somatics has existed for more than 80 years without the complement of substantial 
research to accompany it. As it began to evolve into mental health treatment, the experiential 
orientation of somatic psychotherapy attracted those more interested in the art of the practice 
than the practice of scientific research that could support treatment outcomes. This has created a 
weakness in the field, and has arrested the development of somatic psychotherapy as an evidence-
based treatment for emotional health. This article will offer an overview of the extant literature on 
embodied research and make a case for the need for somatically-informed embodied research. It 
will describe general ways in which somatic psychotherapy and dance/movement therapy clinical 
practice can be repurposed to create somatically-informed research methods. Finally, it will project 
how embodied research methods might be useful to studying complex issues in social phenomena, 
as well as the intricacies of treatment-resistant medical and emotional illness.
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Over the last 25 years, an extensive collection of work on embodied research has emerged 
from fields outside somatic psychotherapy. Disciplines such as philosophy (Abrams, 
1996; Lakoff and Johnson, 1999; Varela, Thompson & Rosch, 2016), neuroscience 
(Damasio, 1999; Porges, 2009; Scaer, 2007) anthropology (Csordas, 1993, 2008) 
nursing (Gavin and Todres, 2009; Mason, 2014), education (Kiefer and Trump, 2014), 
sociology (Perry & Medina, 2015), social psychology (Meier et al., 2012) and health 
psychology (MacLachlan, 2004) have explored the murky waters of what is labeled 
“embodiment.” Some have evaluated embodied experience from phenomenological 
methods (Finlay, 2011; Todres, 2004, 2007; van Manen, 2015; West, 2011), grounded 
theory (Rennie, 2006), and arts-based research (Levy, 2009, 2017; Spatz, 2015). 
Still others have explored embodiment more specifically from a feminist perspective 
(Ellingson, 2012; Vacchelli, 2018), or queer theory (Thanem and Knights, 2019).

These researchers have each laid a conceptual framework for embodiment (according 
to their respective fields), examining it from decision-making (Bechara, et al, 1994: 
Hervey, 2007) to identifying the intricacies of personal oppression (Ellingson, 2012; 
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2017). However, many of them have stopped at a crucial part of the embodiment 
process. They explain how we think about embodiment, but miss the very essence of 
the experience itself: the sensorial experience of the present moment that can offer deep 
insight into personal (and potentially universal) human truths. 

The embodied psychotherapy community has long been shy when it comes to 
producing research studies, and only a handful of therapists have advocated for more 
research in the field (Caldwell and Johnson, 2012; Cruz and Feder, 2013; Hervey, 2000, 
2012; Koch & Fuchs, 2011; Ladas, 2005; Mehling et al., 2012; Payne, et al., 2016; 
Tantia and Kawano, 2016; Young, 2012). When discussing the difficulty of solidifying 
a research base for body psychotherapy and dance/movement therapy, Michalak et al. 
(2019) suggested that there was a “…huge diversity in theories and methods ranging 
from ideas about the treatment of specific disorders to applying specific methods for a 
wide range of human problems” (p. 53). The authors concluded that the variety has led 
to a shortage of randomized controlled trials, which are crucial to the integrity of a field’s 
body of knowledge. Another perceived problem, which this author has heard about 
firsthand from the body psychotherapy and dance/movement therapy communities, 
is that clinical research in these fields is inappropriate since it could compromise the 
sensitivity and individualized process involved in conducting embodied research. 
Developing a protocol, for example, could possibly “dehumanize” the process that is so 
unique to somatic psychotherapy healing. 

However, there may be a way to collect and analyze data without compromising 
the integrity of the treatment setting. Without trying, somatic psychotherapists already 
utilize methods to gather information from their clients that are akin to what researchers 
do while gathering data for a study (Caldwell & Johnson 2012, 2015; Johnson, 2014). 
For example, during sessions with clients, they are listening to what clients are saying 
(collecting data), organizing the information in terms of the clients’ patterns (data 
analysis), and revising their interventions accordingly (revising the research question). In 
Gestalt therapy, Fritz Perls (Perls, Hefferline & Goodman, 1995) called his interventions 
“experiments,” offering interventions with open curiosity and adapting them in present 
time to best understand and work with a client’s needs. 

What is special about somatic psychotherapists, however, is that we not only listen to 
what the client is saying, but we also listen and look for how they are describing what 
they are saying; for example, we notice pauses in the narrative, changes in eye gaze, 
gestures, deepening of the breath, or other indicators that are often missing in traditional 
“talk therapy,” but are crucial from a somatic lens. To the somatic psychotherapist, this 
may seem like second nature, but it is the uniqueness of noticing and inquiring into the 
nonverbal that may be the heart of what makes somatic psychotherapy different — and 
researchable.    

In the same way that attention to embodiment makes somatic psychotherapy 
different from talk styles of therapy, it may also be the missing piece in current embodied 
research methods. If somatic psychotherapy practice could be translated into research 
methods, it might not only evoke more interest from practitioners to engage in research, 
but embodied methods might also have the potential to change the face of traditional 
research paradigms that do not attend to the actual experience of the body alongside the 
client/participant narrative. 
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The Problem With Embodiment In Research

Embodied research methods that stem from embodied epistemology are necessary, not only 
for the identity of the field, but also for its survival. Young (2012), a somatic psychotherapist 
and prominent writer and researcher in the field, critiques its lack of research:

We have got to become a lot more objective – of ourselves – and about ourselves – 
and that does not necessarily mean de-humanisation [sic]. We have got to find ways 
(resources with which) to do the research, which probably means the current
Somatic Psychology PhD programs and students initially. (p. 79)

Young’s conjecture is true; we do have to find ways to do the research, but most of the graduate 
programs in somatic psychotherapy and dance/movement therapy are strongly focused on 
practice, and few doctoral programs in the U.S. focus on research: two in dance/movement 
therapy, and one doctoral program in somatic studies. The disproportion of practitioners to 
researchers in the field makes the cultivation of research an overwhelming task.

Perhaps an even larger problem facing the development of embodied research in 
somatic psychology is that current research methods do not fit the elements and nuances 
that emerge within a somatic psychotherapy process. Traditional psychotherapy treatment 
(“talk therapy”) relies on explicit communication, so it naturally follows that methods 
for studying clinical research would rely on explicit means to collect and analyze data 
(i.e., measurements and comparisons, or words from interviews). From an embodied 
epistemology, however, there is a mismatch when a researcher tries to fit embodied (often 
implicit) experiential data into a traditional (explicit) way to study it.  

Too often, students and researchers in somatic psychotherapy find themselves collecting 
and analyzing embodied data with traditional research methods. It is not surprising that 
somatic psychotherapists might feel intimidated, not only by the unintuitive process of 
conducting research (Caldwell and Johnson, 2012, 2015) but the constant mismatch 
of applying explicit methods to implicit (embodied) data. Instead of attempting to fit a 
somatic experience into an explicit paradigm, new methods and approaches are needed to 
better suit somatic experience. 

A Paradigm Shift In Psychotherapy

The awareness and attention to embodied experience in the psychotherapeutic process has 
been called a paradigm shift in traditional talk psychotherapy (Bruschweiler-Stern, et al., 
2010; Schore, 2009, 2011), with the emphasis that traditional focus on explicit, verbal 
communication in the psychotherapeutic process is not enough. According to Schore, 
psychotherapists must move from “conscious verbal language to unconscious affective 
nonverbal communications” (2009, slide 26). Schore also seems to correlate “unconscious 
communication” with nonverbal communication that, unless attended to, is not 
otherwise available. He lists factors such as “visual-facial, auditory-prosodic, and tactile-
gestural emotional communications” (Schore, 2009, slide 27). The shift to the implicit 
supports what somatic psychotherapists have known and practiced for decades: embodied 
experience is a valuable healing element in the psychotherapeutic process (Barratt, 2010; 
Heller, 2012; Marlock and Weiss, 2015; Payne, 2017; Payne, Koch, Tantia, & Fuchs, 
2019; Porges & Dana, 2018; Rothschild, 2000; Tantia, 2016; Young, 2012). 
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Most psychological research in “implicit relational knowing” (BCPSG, 2010) focuses on 
developmental interactions between mother and child. In a somatic psychotherapy setting 
that is largely practiced with adults, there are parallel interpersonal experiences between 
the adult therapist and adult client. Therefore, there may be implicit data available= 
that can be collected and analyzed for a study but has yet to be formally explicated in 
research. Embodied studies between or among adults who have access to memory, verbal 
description, and interpretation of embodied experience constitute a wealth of knowledge 
yet untapped in current embodied research. 

Embodied Forms of Inquiry

As far back as 50 years ago, a study was conducted on embodied experience in clinical 
research. Researchers found that patients who brought attention to the felt sense (an 
amalgam of sensations and emotions in the body) experienced a reduction in psychiatric 
symptoms that lasted longer than traditional “talk therapy” (Rogers, Gendlin, Keisler, 
& Truax, 1967). This idea developed into what is known as Focusing today (Gendlin, 
1981). Focusing has since emerged as probably the strongest base for exploring embodied 
experience in psychotherapy.

Embodiment is more than the sum of its parts; in fact, it cannot exist as only physical, 
mental, or emotional, but is a present-moment experience that is an amalgam of aesthetic 
experience. As Blackstone (2007) states, “The internal space of the body is not just filled 
with physical organs; it is filled with the self-existent qualities of being, and with energy 
and consciousness” (p. 70). Embodiment can be both a state of awareness and a process 
to be cultivated. Mindfulness, which constitutes a large part of embodied psychotherapy 
practices (Weiss, 2010) could be thought of as attention to the body. However, when 
one brings attention to the body, there is an enlivened response to that attention (Tantia 
2012): attention with the body. When one inquires deeper (for example, through Gendlin’s 
Focusing), a feedback loop of attention to and attention with the body is created in present 
time, which cultivates a deeper state of embodiment. This process of embodiment 
can reveal further information than could not be known by simply “talking about” an 
experience. Finally, embodiment can be developed from the client’s awareness of their 
own experience, or from the therapist’s awareness of their client’s posture, gesture, prosody, 
rhythm of breath, or movement, (Tantia, 2016, 2019). Even a client’s proximity to the 
therapist can play a role in developing embodied experience.1 

In order to respond to the need to study embodied experience through research in a 
way that recognizes and values the qualia of embodiment as a rich source of information, 
new ways of inquiry — namely, embodied research methods — are needed. Embodied 
forms of inquiry bring implicit information to the foreground of awareness, allowing the 
researcher to recognize and collect data inaccessible through traditional research methods. 
Similarly to the ways in which somatic psychotherapy elicits embodied experience in the 
clinical setting, embodied methods can elicit embodied experience in the research setting. 

1 For a more detailed description of the ways in which somatic psychotherapists and dance/movement thera-
pists facilitate embodied awareness, please see Tantia, 2019. 
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Clinically-Friendly Embodied Methods

Embodied data are points of unconscious information that are revealed through 
attention to the body. Beginning with the ingenuity of Gendlin’s philosophy of 
the implicit (1981), bringing attention to one’s embodied experience can make a 
significant difference in the ways in which embodied data are collected and analyzed. 
In lieu of “talking about” one’s experience, an example of embodied data is found 
through ways of observing and sensing inside the body –

a familiar, if not integral to, somatic psychotherapy treatment. Sensations of 
shapes, weight, texture, color, or movement within the viscera and limbs are some 
of the ways in which embodied data emerge from embodied inquiry (Tantia, Cruz, 
and Kawano, 2017). The amalgam of feeling sensations might manifest in words such 
as “buzzing, twitching, swirly, heavy” or even a combination of such that might not 
make logical sense at the outset, but eventually creates meaning for the participant. 
Data like these are often described in trauma treatment (Levine, 2010; Ogden & 
Fisher, 2015; Porges, 2009; Rothschild, 2000; van der Kolk, 2015).

Another example of clinical practice is a process of embodied elicitation is 
from Authentic Movement, a form of dance/movement therapy created by Mary 
Whitehouse, which can also be a source of data collection (Payne, 2017; Tantia, 
2012). Akin to a moving meditation, the participant closes their eyes and waits from 
an impulse from their body to move (Adler, 2007). Often the participant sees visions, 
feel textures in ways not familiar to them, and finds themselves in the midst of a 
dream-like experience (Stromsted, 2015). Authentic Movement has been studied in 
terms of how it affects the embodied experience of the witness (Payne, 2017) or, for 
the purposes of this article, the researcher/therapist, who sits still with eyes open. 
Following the movement, the mover and witness report their experiences as if they 
are happening in the present moment, or immediately write or draw to capture the 
nature of the experience. These types of embodied data may reveal more closely the 
direct experience of phenomena, or perhaps information that cannot be revealed by 
recalling and interpreting an event from the past in a linear fashion. This data, along 
with the witness’s experience, can be collected and analyzed as part of an embodied 
data research method. 

The whole conjecture that is argued here originated out of a need to create a new 
method of data collection for a doctoral dissertation on clinical intuition (Tantia, 
2013). After several failed attempts at asking seasoned somatic psychotherapists 
by phone how they experience intuition in their bodies, I realized that I needed to 
interview in person, and use a different way of asking questions. Borrowing from 
elements of Focusing in conjunction with movement observation, I developed the 
Body-focused Interview (Tantia, 2014a) out of the need to explicate the kind of 
language from the body that was necessary to describe the complexities and nonverbal 
nuances found when observing a person trying to characterize an experience that was 
difficult to describe. By collecting both verbal descriptions of participant’s sensorial 
experiences and recording their movements, I was able to postulate an original 
conjecture about how intuition happens, and how it arrives from unconsciousness to 
consciousness through the body (Tantia, 2014b).  
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Below are examples from the study with my nonverbal descriptions inserted, noted 
from viewing the video recordings of the interviews (Tantia, 2014b, p. 220):

(RK): When I feel into it (looks right, eyes partly closed), right now (head turns 
to right), it seems (right hand gestures out, palm toward head and up, mid-level) 
more like something that happened here (right hand raises up to the right side of 
his head and moves toward and away from head, palm toward head), like in my 
right temple area (shaking hand next to right side of head, then suspends hand next 
to head…long pause in words and suspension of movement).

(LM): It kinda came in through my head (both hands raise to right side of her 
head, palm toward her head), but it wasn’t mental. I can’t describe it. Like, it was 
like hearing a thought (right hand waves with palm toward right of right head, 
then rests on her chest), but then it just landed here (cupping right hand in front 
of solar plexus) and there was a solidity, and it was like, “Oh!” 

This example is offered here as a way to introduce to the reader how it might 
be possible to collect embodied data. In the original study, I used a descriptive 
phenomenological analysis (Giorgi, 2009) in order to capture the experience as 
closely as possible. For a more detailed account of the study, please see Tantia 
(2014b). 

Years later, I became curious about whether others had also found ways to collect 
and analyze embodied experience in the way that I had: eliciting data that included 
the aesthetic language of one’s internal sense of their body, and/or including 
posture and gestures around the body. I wanted to know whether others had also 
created methods for this to meet the needs of their own research. I put out a CFP 
for an edited book on embodied research methods, hoping to gather studies that 
have specific ways of collecting and analyzing embodied data. To my astonishment 
and delight I received fifty proposals from many different disciplines, and many 
countries who had courageously diverted from the prescribed research route and 
created their own methods. From systems of analysis, embodied interview styles, 
and creative research methods, I collected and collated these original methods into 
two textbooks that are forthcoming (Tantia, in press).  

The present-moment embodied experiences are valuable data that can be 
collected and analyzed in a research study. Body memory, which is alive in the 
present time (Fuchs, 2012), can also be collected with awareness of its limitations 
(Changaris, in press). Embodied data, collected through the researcher’s reflexivity 
(Johnson, 2014), observation of the participant’s nonverbal descriptions (Tantia, 
2014a), or through the participant’s self-report (Anderson, 2002, and in press; 
Freedman & Mehling, in press) are but a few ways in which embodied experience 
can be collected in a research study. It is my hope that the forthcoming texts will 
act as scaffolding for clinicians and embodiment researchers to see the many ways 
in which embodied data can be collected and analyzed for a study.   
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Discussion

Embodied methods are ways to bring implicit knowledge into conscious awareness so 
that an experience can be more fully understood. The very process through which somatic 
psychotherapists encourage present-moment embodied awareness from clients can be 
ways to create and collect embodied data for empirical research. Felt images in embodied 
data collection may include body memories that arise in the present-moment, or new 
sensations that arise from current experience. Specific to somatic psychotherapy, they 
can manifest in qualia of temperature, tension, shape, weight, texture, color, movement 
(Tantia, in press), or even interactive images of the participant (Tantia, 2014b). 

By using an embodied approach that gathers descriptive data, somatic psychotherapy 
treatment offers ways to bring implicit knowledge into conscious awareness so that an 
experience can be translated into a form suitable for research inquiry. A participant might 
be asked to “sense” their bodies in response to a question, bringing attention to embodied 
data that include physical, emotional, and cognitive dimensions (Tantia, 2014a, 2014b; 
Tantia and Kawano, 2016; Westland, 2009). 

This article makes a case for a path toward conducting embodied research by 
articulating the value of somatically-informed psychotherapy practice as a parallel to 
the process of data collection in an embodied research method. It also introduces the 
development of forthcoming embodied research methods that appropriately describe 
and capture the implicit data produced in somatic psychotherapy. Although a discussion 
about recording analysis was not offered, there are some current somatically-informed 
systems for recording and analyzing data that are both published (Birklein & Sossin, 
2006; Grossman. & Cohen 2017; Mehling, et al., 2012, 2018; Tantia, 2014a, 2014b) 
and forthcoming (Tantia, in press). There is much to further explore in this topic, and 
the author hopes that this article sparks inspiration and conversation toward a fuller 
body of somatic psychotherapy research.  

 
Conclusion 

Embodied research methods are imperative for testing and building better theories for how 
somatic psychotherapy promotes an individual’s overall development, while remediating 
symptoms of specific conditions that include both intrapersonal as well as interpersonal 
difficulties. Embodied research methods can offer data that are not traditionally accessible 
through current research methods, and might provide a gateway toward further discovery 
about human experience that is felt, rather than only thought.

Creating new methods that address embodied data arising during somatic 
psychotherapy sessions is crucial, not only for the field of embodied psychotherapy, but 
may also be useful to other fields who have already begun to address the value of embodied 
research. By developing new embodied research methods, current philosophy and research 
in embodied phenomena can further develop a new paradigm. Embodied experience of 
(Zahavi, 2010) oppression (Johnson, 2009, 2015, 2018; Johnson and Caldwell, 2010), 
gender and sexual diversity (Caldwell and Leighton, 2018; Thanem and Knights, 2019), 
ability diversity (Ellingson, 2006, 2017), and even more elusive phenomena such as 
embodied safety (Mair, 2018), clinical intuition (Marks-Tarlow, 2012; Tantia, 2014b), 
medically unexplained symptoms (Payne, 2019), and addiction (Payne et al., 2017) could 
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be researched more fully by applying embodied research methods. Finally, embodied 
research methods may also elucidate difficult to treat conditions such as chronic fatigue, 
irritable bowel syndrome, vasovagal syncope, pain disorders like fibromyalgia, reflex 
sympathetic dystrophy syndrome, and rheumatoid arthritis, as well as other symptoms that 
may be comorbid with other complex traumas or existentially conditioned responses to 
stress. Attention to these phenomena is needed to meet the new national and international 
human threats that challenge us today. It is with hope that the newly emerging literature 
in embodied awareness and research becomes a new standard for collecting and analyzing 
particular data that cannot be found through current methods alone. 

 

Article Note: This article is derived from a 15-minute introduction to embodied research 
methods presented as part of a research panel at the United States Association for Body 
Psychotherapy conference at Pacifica Graduate Institute on November 2, 2018.

Jennifer Frank Tantia, PhD, MS, BC-DMT, LCAT  is a somatic 
psychologist and dance/movement therapist in the Times Square section of 
Manhattan, specializing in trauma and medically unexplained symptoms. She 
has introduced somatic psychology to several universities in the U.S., and guest 
lectures internationally. Dr. Tantia has recently served as a grant adjudicator 
for the NEA Research Artworks commission, as well as formerly serving as 
board member and chair of research for the United States Association for 
Body Psychotherapy. She currently serves on the board of the American Dance 
Therapy Association as chair of Research and Practice, and is an associate 

editor of the international journal Body, Movement and Dance in Psychotherapy. She has authored 
several publications in both dance/movement therapy and somatic psychology, and recently co-edited 
The Routledge International Handbook of Embodied Perspectives in Psychotherapy. Her two-volume 
textbooks, Foundations of Embodied Research and Embodied Research Methods Cases, will be published 
by Routledge in the fall of 2020. 
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